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Abstract—Social video sites where people share their opinions and feelings are increasing in popularity. The face is known to reveal

important aspects of human psychological traits, so the understanding of how facial expressions relate to personal constructs is a

relevant problem in social media. We present a study of the connections between automatically extracted facial expressions of emotion

and impressions of Big-Five personality traits in YouTube vlogs (i.e., video blogs). We use the Computer Expression Recognition

Toolbox (CERT) system to characterize users of conversational vlogs. From CERT temporal signals corresponding to instantaneously

recognized facial expression categories, we propose and derive four sets of behavioral cues that characterize face statistics and

dynamics in a compact way. The cue sets are first used in a correlation analysis to assess the relevance of each facial expression of

emotion with respect to Big-Five impressions obtained from crowd-observers watching vlogs, and also as features for automatic

personality impression prediction. Using a dataset of 281 vloggers, the study shows that while multiple facial expression cues have

significant correlation with several of the Big-Five traits, they are only able to significantly predict Extraversion impressions with

moderate values of R2.

Index Terms—Face processing, facial expressions, personality prediction, vlogs
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE amount of multimedia data shared online everyday
has exponentially increased in the last years. YouTube is

one of the most successful examples, receiving 100 h of video
every minute. The phenomenon of people uploading videos
and other people watching them has created new types of
social interaction. Conversational vlogging (video blogging)
is a video genre where people record their opinions and feel-
ings in a video and share this content with an audience.

In this article, we deal with the facial expression informa-
tion shared in vlogging. Previous works have addressed the
study of other nonverbal behavioural sources in vlogging
including audio, gaze, and body cues [7], [8]. Facial expres-
sions are a fundamental component in social interaction
[46]. Humans use facial expressions to communicate their
emotions, and to smooth or emphasize their points of view.
Facial expressions are also commonly used to regulate com-
munication [42].

The human face has beenwidely documented in the social
psychology literature as an important source of information
in interpersonal impressions [26], [29], [30]. By impressions,
we mean the judgments that others make about a given per-
son, in contrast to self-judgments. People rely on facial cues

to make interpersonal judgments because there is a general
belief that they convey valuable information about a person’s
character or personality [29]. In this paper, we examine per-
sonality impressions under the Big-Five model, that posits
that human personality can be represented with five dimen-
sions, namely extraversion (E), conscientiousness (C), open-
ness to experience (O), agreeableness (A), and emotional
stability (ES). The importance of the face information is espe-
cially true in the vlogging scenario, as vloggers typically
show their head and shoulders on camera, and their faces
occupy a large portion of the screen [8]. Among facial fea-
tures, there is evidence that facial expressions of emotion
provide information other than emotional states, influencing
interpersonal impressions such as personality judgments,
and that specific affective cues are in fact correlated with the
possession of various personality traits [26], [30].

In the conversational vlogging setting, we present a sys-
tematic analysis of the capacity of facial expression cues
extracted automatically with a state-of-the-art computer
vision system to predict impressions of the Big-Five traits col-
lected from external observers. A preliminary study was pre-
sented in [9], where we studied the prediction power of facial
expressions using two basic types of facial expression cues
extracted with the academically-available Computer Expres-
sion Recognition Toolbox (CERT) [33]. In this work, we per-
form a thorough analysis of the facial expressions of emotion
in the vlog scenario; we assess CERT’s performance using
manually labeled data using crowdsourcing; we describe the
cue content of vlogs and the relationship between facial
expression cues and Big-Five personality impressions; and
we perform regression experiments to automatically predict
personality impressions from facial expression cues. The con-
tributions of this paper are as follows:
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� We propose and automatically extract four types of
cues to predict personality impressions from facial
expression. These cues characterize statistics of
CERT outputs as dynamic signals over brief observa-
tion windows, inspired by existing literature on first
impressions. We also study how to fuse the cue sets
to improve the results through their combination.

� We systematically analyze the relationship (using
correlation analysis) of each facial expression of emo-
tion with impressions of the Big-Five traits obtained
via crowdsourcing, concluding that Extraversion is
the personality impression with more significant cor-
relations regardless the cue extraction method.

� We study the prediction capability of the facial
expression cues depending on their duration and rel-
ative location in the vlogs. We show that the time sli-
ces at the beginning of the videos predict better the
annotators’ impressions.

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we survey the related literature. Section 3 outlines
our approach, including the used dataset, the processing
scheme, the cue extraction methods, and the fusion proce-
dure. In Section 4, we present our experiments and results.
Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

We review previous work related to this paper along three
dimensions. First, we briefly discuss the state of automatic
facial expression recognition. Second, we introduce the
model used to characterize personality and we review
recent work investigating the automatic recognition of per-
sonality impressions in vlogs. Third, we discuss work that
has analyzed the effect of facial expressions of emotion on
personality impressions.

2.1 Facial Expression Recognition

Facial expressions of emotion have been studied for deca-
des. Already in 1872, Darwin [15] proposed that there are
seven universal facial expressions of emotion that are pro-
duced and recognized for people all over the world, even
for people from different cultures, sex, and races. The
muscles involved in these facial expressions were studied
by Duchenne using electrotherapy [17]. Since Ekman’s for-
malization of the Facial Action Coding System [19], this
method has become a standard framework in the computer
vision community to code facial expressions of emotion.
Using FACs, the movements of face muscles involved in
expressions are coded in Action Units (AUs). The main
advantage of using FACs is to provide scientists with a psy-
chometrically validated tool to measure facial actions.

Research on facial expressions of emotion [18], [20], [45]
in conjunction with advances in computer vision make it
possible to develop tools that automatically recognize facial
expressions. These tools are typically composed of a regis-
tration step followed by feature extraction and classifica-
tion steps. The registration step detects the face and its
relevant areas (forehead, eyes, mouth,...). There are two
main approaches in registration: dense registration meth-
ods [34], [12], and coarse registration methods [33], [44].
The main difference between these two trends is that while

dense registration methods invest a high effort in finding
key points that allow to fully register the face, coarse regis-
tration methods rely on the invariance of textures descrip-
tors to misalignment. Using dense registration, both shape
[2] and texture [34], [12] could be used as features, but
their performance critically depends on the registration
step. Meanwhile, coarse registration methods are more
robust to variation in lighting, strong movement of the
face, and low video quality. Online data like vlogging is a
very challenging scenario from the computer vision point
of view [38]: videos are recorded in many different scenar-
ios, with different points of view and varying illumination
conditions. Because of this variability, we think that coarse
registration methods are more suitable to process vlogs.

Given the above, for our work we decided to use the
Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox, which detects
facial expressions of emotion through texture-based AU
classification [33]. CERT is composed of registration, facial
feature extraction, and classification. CERT’s registration
phase consists of a face detector and ten facial landmark
detectors. Using the information of the facial landmarks
detected, the face is registered to a 96�96 grid using an
affine warp. The facial features extracted for AU classifica-
tion comprise 72 complex-valued Gabor filters with eight
orientation and nine spatial frequencies. These features are
classified into AUs using an SVM-based approach. The clas-
sifier provides the distance to the hyperplane that separates
the two classes (AUi activated or deactivated). Finally, facial
expression of emotion recognition is done by feeding a mul-
tivariate logistic regression (MLR) classifier with the scoring
from the AU classification. CERT produces outputs for all
seven universal expressions (Fear, Disgust, Anger, Con-
tempt, Joy, Surprise, and Sad) plus a Neutral expression.
Moreover, CERT provides also a Smile detector based on
boosting classification of haar-like features.

CERT has been applied in different areas of research,
including discrimination of fake and real pain [5], detection
of driver drowsiness [49], development of facial expression
skills for autistic children [13], and understanding facial
expressions during problem solving tasks [32]. Originally
shared as an academic software package, CERT has recently
become a commercial product, called FACET, which is
enabling further studies.

2.2 Analyzing Personality Impressions

In this subsection, we first introduce the Big-Five Model and
its role in the personality perception field. Afterwards, we
describe previous work on the analysis of personality
impressions in vlogs.

The Big-Five framework is a widely used model to char-
acterize personality. This model organizes personality traits
in five independent dimensions: Extraversion, Agreeable-
ness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism (N), and Openness to
Experience [37]. In this work, we use Emotional Stability
instead of Neuroticism to invert the scale and make all the
Big-Five positive traits.

The two views of the personality perception field, person-
ality impressions and self-reported personality, has been
studied using the Big-Five Model [24]. Personality impres-
sions explain how people see other people, while self-
reported personality explains how people see themselves.
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Previous research shows substantial convergence in some
cases with self-reported personality, even if the impressions
are formed from little information [11], [14]. This work
focuses on personality impressions from short slices of social
media data.

Regarding the analysis of personality impressions in
vlogs, the current work extends recent research on the auto-
matic analysis of nonverbal behaviour and personality
impressions in vlogging [8], and contributes to a larger area
of interpersonal perception research in social media [23]
and social computing [31].

Previous research focused on collecting personality
impressions from vloggers, automatically extracting nonver-
bal behavioural cues from audio and video, and automati-
cally predicting personality impressions [8]. Regarding
judgments of personality made by annotators, it was found
that amongst the Big-Five traits, Extraversion andAgreeable-
ness were the ones judged with highest accuracy in vlogging
[7]. However, in the task of automatic personality impression
prediction, nonverbal cues from audio and visual activity
patterns seemed useful mainly to predict Extraversion (with

R2 values of up to ¼ 36%). These cues showed low perfor-
mance for Openness to Experience and Conscientiousness

(R2 ¼ 10% in both cases), and could not predict the Agree-
ableness trait. On the other hand, verbal content [10] showed

power to predict Agreeableness (R2 ¼ 31%), Conscientious-

ness (R2 ¼ 19%), and Openness to Experience (R2 ¼ 17%).
Compared to past attempts to predict personality from
audiovisual behaviour in meetings [31] and monologue pre-
sentations [6], the results in [8] suggested that the cues con-
veying personality information and the specific traits that
can be reliably estimated using automatic analysis are partic-
ular to each communication scenario.

In contrast to the above works, the work presented here
focuses on the extraction of cues of facial expression of emo-
tion displayed by vloggers as a source of personal informa-
tion, that to our knowledge has not been previously studied
in the vlogging setting. While recent work has started to
study online video, it has been either in the passive viewer
case as in [38] (that analyzed observers of video advertising
who essentially do not talk), or has used limited facial
expression cues (smiles only) in the context of online video
reviews (not addressing the personality inference task) [52],
[40]. In contrast to these works, our work studies a much
richer set of facial expression cues derived from all the basic
facial expressions as estimated by a FACs-based recognizer.
These facial expression-derived cues expand and comple-
ment the kind of audiovisual nonverbal cues investigated in
all previous work. As stated in the introduction, a prelimi-
nary version of our study appeared as a short paper in [9].
In this paper, we further study this topic proposing two
new cue sets that outperform the previous ones.

2.3 Personality Impressions and Facial Expressions
of Emotion

Nonverbal behaviour research has investigated the many
ways in which people use facial cues to make interpersonal
impressions from others, through both static facial features
(i.e. appearance) and dynamic facial expressions [29]. Stud-
ies have shown that amongst dynamic cues, people rely on

the expression of emotion [4], [26], [28], [30], [39], [48],
because there is a generalized understanding that these
expressions not only provide information about people’s
affective states, but also convey information about personal
traits. For example, a person who expresses happiness may
be seen as someone who is confident, assertive, and friendly,
whereas someone who is angry could be seen as an aggres-
sive person. Nevertheless, research has also shown that
impressions made on the basis of these facial expressions do
not always agreewith self-reported traits [26].

Earlier research investigated the influence of facial
expressions on the basis of the Wiggins model, a framework
that organizes personality using two orthogonal dimen-
sions: dominance and affiliation [30], [39]. This model has
connections to the Big-Five traits: Extraversion (resp. Intro-
version) correspond to high (resp. low) dominance and
high (resp. low) affiliation, whereas the Agreeableness trait
corresponds to the affiliation dimension [50]. These works
concluded that people posing as happy and surprised are
seen high in dominance and affiliation, whereas people
showing anger and disgust are seen as high in dominance
and low in affiliation. Other early research also investigated
the links between smile and personality impressions, and
has shown that people displaying smiles of enjoyment are
judged as extraverted, emotionally stable, agreeable, socia-
ble, pleasant, likable, and intelligent [11], [22], [36], [41].

More recently, Hall et al. [26] investigated how facial
expressions influence attribution of the Big-Five personality
trait impressions in three different conditions: people
watching a video, narrating, and posing. Though the work
aimed to identify cases where facial expressions of emotion
are not diagnostic of self-reported personality (as personal-
ity impressions can differ from self-reported scores), the
results show the importance that facial expressions play
when making impressions from others.

Several of the works above have two main limitations.
First, they focused on the study of facial expressions of emo-
tion posed by actors [26], [30], [39], which raises questions
regarding the strength of associations discernible in other set-
tings. In comparison, we investigate a conversational setting
that results from spontaneous video recordings and that is
characterized by natural expressions. Second, these works
approached facial expressions mostly as broad contextual
conditions rather than measurable dynamic cues. To our
knowledge, few works have investigated the effect of fine-
grained facial expressions,mostly based on facial action units,
on the personality impressions from computer animated
characters [4] or other human trait inferences trait inferences
such as dominance [28] or leadership [48] from posed expres-
sions in photos. In contrast, our work contributes to the litera-
ture by analyzing the independent cue utilization of seven
standard facial expressions of emotion. Furthermore, our
work differs from all the above literature in that facial expres-
sions of emotion are neither manually annotated nor posed,
but automatically extracted using computer vision.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section we describe the vlog dataset and how this
dataset is processed to extract sets of features. The vlogs are
first processed using CERT to obtain temporal signals that
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indicate the frame-by-frame scores of each facial expression.
Then, the signals are post-processed to extract condensed
information that predict the personality impressions. The
post-processing methods will be divided into two main
groups: statistics-based and segmentation-based. The meth-
ods based on a previous segmentation of the CERT signal
are further divided into three methods. All these methods
produce what we called cues, so from this section and the
rest of the paper we will be referring to cue extraction, cue
distribution, cue selection, and cue fusion. Fig. 1 shows a
summary of our approach to study the influence of facial
expressions of emotion in personality impressions. In the
rest of this section we describe the dataset, vlog processing,
and feature extraction.

3.1 Dataset

The vlog dataset is composed of 442 videos from the
same number of YouTube vloggers, and a collection of
vlogger personality impressions, and was previously
used in [8]. The videos feature a monologue scenario in
which vloggers talk in front of the camera during one
minute, mainly showing head and shoulders, and dis-
play spontaneous behaviour. The videos have different
framerates from 6 to 30 fps. All the videos were clipped
to one minute duration. The dataset is balanced in gen-
der, with 208 males (47 percent) and 234 females (53 per-
cent). Though the vlog dataset has 442 videos, only the
281 videos with better registration performance are used
in our experiments.

The personality impressions were collected in [8] using
Amazon Mechanical Turk. The annotation task consisted on
watching a vlog and, after finishing, answering a short per-
sonality questionnaire designed to measure impressions of
the Big-Five personality traits: Extraversion, Agreeableness,
Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, and Openness to
Experience. For each vlog, personality impressions were
aggregated from five annotators and show the following
intraclass correlation, ICC(1,k): .76 (E), .63 (A) .42 (C), .40
(ES), and .49 (O). It is worth mentioning that reliabilities

compare well to those found in other personality impres-
sion settings [8].

3.2 Vlog Processing

The realistic conditions of vlogs make it a very challenging
scenario for computer vision. We use CERT, that is based
on coarse registration methods, to recognize facial expres-
sions. The abundance of recording scenarios, the multiple
camera positions, and the continuous illumination changes
suggest the use of methods robust to misalignment.

Even so, in order to minimize problems during the face
registration step of CERT, we selected those videos with a
better registration performance. First, we used the Viola-
Jones face and facial feature detector with very high pre-
cision (low rate of false positives) to detect face, eyes,
nose, and mouth [1]. Second, we picked those videos
where all the five facial features were located in a high
percentage of frames. In the selected subset, the average
rate of frames with all the features detected was 75 per-
cent with an standard deviation of 19 percent. The video
with the worst percentage of detections had the five fea-
tures detected in the 25 percent of their frames, while the
video with the best performance had the five features
detected the 99 percent of the time. This pre-processing
step aimed to minimize the error in facial expression rec-
ognition results due to poor registration. We tested if
there were any differences among the registration catego-
ries regarding personality impressions, e.g. whether vid-
eos with poor registration might be associated to people
with low rate of conscientiousness. However, no signifi-
cant effects were found.

The final subset contains 281 vloggers, balanced in gen-
der, and with similar reliabilities for the personality impres-
sions compared to the complete database. The 281 videos
were processed using CERT. The outputs of CERT are time
series with frame-by-frame estimates for each of the facial
expressions. The facial expression scores are normalized
between zero (no facial expression) and one (maximum
intensity). On the other hand, the Smile signal provided by

Fig. 1. Overview of our approach for the study of the influence of facial expressions of emotion in personality impressions.
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CERT varies between negative values (no smile) and posi-
tive values (smile).

We process the CERT signals to extract a set of higher-
level facial expression of emotion cues for every video
sequence.

3.3 Cue Extraction

In this section we propose four different methods to aggre-
gate the CERT temporal signals into a set of cues that char-
acterize the amount and activity patterns of facial
expression of emotion for each video.

The first method computes basic statistics of the CERT
signal, a representation that characterizes the distribution of
the CERT values but that is time independent. The three
other methods aim to quantify the presence or absence of
the facial expression of emotion along the video sequence.
These cues are related to the quantity of time the facial
expression is active and the number of occurrences of the
facial expression.

3.3.1 Statistic-Based Cues

The statistical cues consist of calculating seven statistic val-
ues over each CERT signal. The seven statistics from each
facial expression are: Mean, Variance, Median, Maximum,

Minimum, Entropy and Var
Mean. This approach provides a set of

63 cues, given by the combination of each statistic and each
facial expression of emotion (MeanAnger, VarSad, MeanJoy,...).
Using these cues, we try to represent the facial expression
patterns of each video. Mean, Median, Maximum and Mini-
mum characterize the signal amplitude, while variance,

entropy and Var
Mean, represent the signal variation over time.

3.3.2 Activity Cues

The activity cues are calculated over the segmented CERT
signal, i.e. a binarization of CERT’s output that indicates
whether the facial expression is active or not at the given
frame. In this work, we propose three different segmenta-
tion methods: Threshold (THR) cues, Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) cues, and Winner Takes All (WTA) cues.

Threshold Seg. Thresholding the signal is the straightfor-
ward solution to decide the activation state from CERT
output for each facial expression. Threshold segmentation
tracks high-frequency changes on the facial expression sig-
nal, but it is sensitive to outliers, i.e., frames with poor regis-
tration, and hence poor facial expression recognition that
produces a noisy segmentation. In our approach, we set the
threshold to a low value so that low signal values are taken
as inactive. The threshold is low in order to keep most of
the active segments. Meanwhile, for the smile detector, we
use a zero threshold imposed by design (see Section 2.1).

HMM Seg. We use a two-state HMMs to detect the active
an inactive state for each CERT output. Each state is modeled
with one Gaussian initialized with the threshold-based seg-
mentation, while the transition probabilities are set to
r00 ¼ r11 ¼ :95 and r01 ¼ r10 ¼ :05. In practice, the THR
approach copeswith high frequency changes, tends to gener-
ate shorter and more frequent active states, and is also more
sensitive to outliers. The HMM provides a smooth output,
that tends to detect peaks in the CERT generated signals.

WTA Seg. Finally, the WTA segmentation is designed to
avoid concurrence of the facial expression activation. Using
HMM and THR, facial expressions are processed indepen-
dently, so two or more facial expressions can be active at
the same time. WTA is an alternative segmentation that
only keeps active the signal with the highest score and
makes all the rest inactive.

Cues. Let r be the state of the segmented signal (r ¼ 1,
active; r ¼ 0, inactive), where one segment is the collection
of consecutive frames with the same state. We define:

� Proportion of active time (PT): computed as

PT ¼ 1

N

XNr

i¼1

tðri ¼ 1Þ; (1)

where tðrÞ is the duration of segment r in frames, Nr

is the total number of segments, and N is the total
number of frames.

� Rate of active segments (NS): computed as

NS ¼ f

N

XNr

i¼1

ðri ¼ 1Þ; (2)

where f is the frame rate.
� Average duration of active segments (AD): com-

puted as

AD ¼ 1

Nr

XNr

i¼1

tðri ¼ 1Þ: (3)

� Proportion of time with short active segments (PTS):
computed as

PTS ¼ 1

N

XNr

i¼1

tðri ¼ 1jtðriÞ � :1fÞ; (4)

where 0:1f corresponds to 100 ms; i.e., the propor-
tion of time in segments shorter than 100 ms.

In summary, the activity cues or segmentation-based
cues measure: the percentage of time each facial expression
of emotion is active (PT), the frequency an active segment
appears in the facial expression signal (NS), the average
duration of the facial expression segments (AD) and the per-
centage of time the signal is active in segments shorter than
100 ms (PTS). These four cues are extracted for each facial
expression of emotion making up, a whole cue set of 36
cues (PTAnger, PTSmile,...) per segmentation type. Table 1
summarizes the cue sets.

TABLE 1
Summary of Cue Sets

Cue Set Cue Number

of cues

Stat. Cues Mean, Var,Median,Max,Min, Entropy, Var
Mean :

MeanSmile, VarJoy,MedianSad, ...
7x9 = 63

THR Cues PT, AD, PTS, NS : PTJoy, ADAnger, ... 4x9 = 36

HMMCues PT, AD, PTS, NS : NSSad, PTSNeutral, ... 4x9 = 36
WTA Cues PT, AD, PTS, NS : PTSmile, ADSurp, ... 4x9 = 36
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3.3.3 Fusion of Cues

Together with the feature sets above, we investigated the
fusion of features to combine the potentially different infor-
mation captured by them. In principle, we would expect
better results if this information is complementary. We
study the following approaches:

� We compare different combination of cues: THR
+HMM, THR+HHM+WTA, Statistical+THR+HMM
+WTA, and Statistical+WTA.

� We calculate a new cue set: Statistics of Active Time.
In this cue set, we calculate both the activity cues
and the statistical cues over the segmented facial
expression signal.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We now present the experiments and results of our study.
The section guides the reader from the analysis of the raw
CERT signals to the prediction of personality impressions
from the facial expression cues. In the first subsection, we
analyze CERT’s output to understand if the information it
conveys is coherent enough for our study. In the second
and third subsections, we study how the cue extraction
methods represent the facial expression signals, and their
correlation with the personality annotations. In the rest of
the subsections, we address the task of predicting person-
ality and evaluate the influence of the facial expression’s
time slices according to their duration and relative loca-
tion in the vlogs.

4.1 CERT Assessment in Vlogs

We want to analyze if CERT’s reliability in the vlogging sce-
nario is enough to carry out this study. Although such reli-
ability has been demonstrated in [33] to recognize posed
facial expressions of emotion in Cohn-Kanade dataset [27]
and spontaneous action units on M3 database [21], the vlog-
ging scenario is particularly difficult for registration and

thus, for facial expression recognition. Given that the large
amount of data prevents us from doing frame by frame
annotation, we selected a subset of frames that were anno-
tated through crowdsourcing. We selected frames from
seven categories: Anger, Contempt, Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sad
and Surprise. These frames were selected using CERT
scores as representative frames for each facial expression of
emotion. For each category, we selected 200 frames that ful-
filled the following criteria:

� The score for its category was the highest among all
the facial expressions of emotion.

� Only frames with scores over the third quartile were
selected.

� To increase variability, no frames separated less than
100 ms were allowed .

� In order to have at least 60 different vlogs repre-
sented in the subset, the number of frames per sub-
ject was upper-bounded.

The images were annotated using Amazon Mechanical
Turk. In the experiment, MTurk workers were asked to look
at the image and score the intensity of each facial expression
of emotion independently. The Human Intelligence Task
(HIT) was designed to show one image and the question-
naire at the same time. Fig. 2 shows the questionnaire but
not the vlogger image due to data protection issues. Two
control questions about demographics (age group and gen-
der) were added to add control to the data with respect to
spammers. Each image was annotated by 5 different work-
ers, with a reward of $0:05 per image annotated. The full set
of 7,000 annotations was collected in about 72 hours, with
the participation of 73 different workers. The average anno-
tation time was 39:4 s. The HITs were restricted to US work-
ers with HIT acceptance rates of 95 percent or higher. It is
worth to mention that workers were not trained in facial
expressions of emotion and therefore, results are con-
strained to the normal ability of people to identify these face
expressions.

Table 2 shows the intraclass correlation coefficient [47] of
the annotated data. In the first row, we show the ICC(1,k)
calculated over the whole dataset (1,400 images), while in
the second row the ICC(1,k) is calculated only over the rep-
resentative images for each facial expression of emotion
(200 images). In the whole dataset, Joy shows the highest
ICC reliability followed by Disgust and Surprise, which
indicates that observers agree more when annotating these
facial expressions. Comparing the first and second rows, we
observe that for all the expressions except for Joy and Con-
tempt the ICC is higher when calculating the ICC only in
the images that, according to CERT, show that facial

Fig. 2. Form filled by MTurk workers while looking at the vlogger’s image.

TABLE 2
Intraclass Correlation for Facial Expression Scores

Anger Cont. Disgust Fear Joy Sad Surp.

All Images
(1400)

.66 .48 .71 .53 .90 .59 .70

Only Images
Same FE (200)

.80 .35 .89 .70 .81 .61 .74

In the first row the ICC(1,k) was calculated over all the images, while
in the second row only the frames of the facial expression of emotion
selected by CERT were used.
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expression of emotion. This increment indicates that annota-
tions are less noisy when the workers are exposed to the
most likely facial expression they are annotating, and there-
fore that CERT is performing a fair selection. Moreover, the
low ICC values of the first row point that, except for Joy,
scoring spontaneous facial expression of emotion of a single
image is not a trivial task. Finally, the ICC value of Con-
tempt indicates that this expression is the hardest one recog-
nize in general but also in the subset of frames selected
using CERT.

CERT has been showed to have a 76:1 percent recogni-
tion performance over seven facial expressions of emotion
from the Cohn-Kanade database [33]. The best classification
rate was for Joy, Disgust, and Surprise, while the worst clas-
sification rate was for Anger (Contempt was not studied).
These results do not need to generalize to the vlog dataset,
as both datasets are different in nature. We performed a
similar study in our dataset. The scores for each facial
expression of emotion are aggregated using the mean of the
five workers’ annotations. The facial expression with the
highest score is chosen as the winner to calculate the classifi-
cation results.

Table 3 shows the confusion matrix of the facial expres-
sions. Each column corresponds to the facial expressions
categorized using CERT, while each row corresponds to the
MTurk workers’ decision. The performance is lower than in
the Cohn-Kanade dataset, with an average success of
28:3 percent. However, all the facial expressions but Fear
and Contempt are classified over chance (1=8 ¼ 12:5%)
using untrained annotators. Regarding the misclassified
frames, Neutral expression appears as the winner for all the

facial expressions, except for Joy that, as the ICC results
pointed out, is the facial expression of emotion with the best
performance. The fact that a significant number of the frames
were considered Neutral reflects that the annotators could
not find strong evidence to decide on the facial expression
selected by CERT and they scored it, on average, with lower
intensity than neutral. This is in accordance with the human
lower performance in classifying spontaneous facial expres-
sions of emotion [25], like those appearing in the Vlog sce-
nario. On the other hand, Fear is the facial expression of
emotion with the worst classification rate. The results show
that, as in Cohn-Kanade dataset, a high percentage of the
Fear frames were confused with Surprise. Besides the low
performance of CERT classifying Fear, the misclassification
between Fear and Surprise could be also affected by the diffi-
culty of humans to distinguish between these two emotions
[43]. Finally, concerning Contempt, which was not analyzed
with CERT over Cohn-Kanade in [33], on the vlog data it also
shows a low classification rate, being confused mostly with
Joy. The poor performance of Contempt might be related to
the difficulty in the detection of correct mouth-related AUs
caused by the talking scenario.

In conclusion, the results show that CERT’s facial expres-
sion recognition performance is acceptable to carry out our
study, and that the facial expression recognition problem in
unconstrained online social video is a challenging issue. All
facial expressions of emotion, except Fear and Contempt,
showed a classification rate above 20 percent. Moreover, Joy
shows the best performance in CERT.

4.2 Distribution of Facial Expression Cues

In this section, we explore the distribution of facial expres-
sion cues in vlogs using the four methods proposed. This
study is useful to identify the amount of facial expression
activity in our dataset.

Fig. 3 shows the histogram of the Statistical Cues. Neutral
is the facial expression with higher means and, hence, the
facial expression with more presence in the vlogs. Joy, Fear
and Surprise are also present in the dataset, although with
smaller means. The distributions of Anger and Disgust sug-
gest that these are the least frequent expressions in vlogs.
Sad and Contempt have higher means and more variance
than Joy, Fear and Surprise, however we could not find evi-
dence in the data to support the higher presence of these
facial expressions of emotion. One of the most likely explan-
ations is that the higher levels of Contempt are caused by

TABLE 3
Confusion Matrix between MTurk Annotations

and CERT Categories

MTurk \ CERT Anger Cont. Disgust Fear Joy Sad Surp.

Anger 21.0 0.5 6.0 4.0 1.0 5.0 3.5
Cont. 7.0 11.0 2.0 3.0 1.5 11.0 1.0
Disgust 5.5 1.0 22.5 4.0 4.0 5.0 2.5
Fear 1.5 1.0 0.0 5.0 1.0 4.0 5.0
Joy 5.0 31.0 11.0 18.0 83.5 12.5 10.0
Sad 3.5 1.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 22.5 0.5
Surp. 1.0 4.0 1.0 21.5 1.5 5.5 33.0
Neutral 55.50 50.0 56.5 42.5 7.0 34.5 44.5

Each column corresponds to the facial expression selected using CERT, and
each row corresponds to the selection made by annotators.

Fig. 3. Histogram of selected statistical cues. Each plot represents the distribution of one cue, where the x-axis shows the range of the cue, and the y-
axis shows the ratio of vlogs with a given cue value.
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noisy facial expression recognition in the talking scenario,
as shown in the previous section. In the case of Sad, we
also hypothesize that the cue extraction method is overrat-
ing its presence in the dataset. Note that the Smile distribu-
tion has a different range due to the use of a different
detector. Summing up, the distributions of the cues suggest
that they convey enough variability (information) about the
facial expressions to use them for further processing.

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of activity cues using
Threshold, HMM and WTA. We focus on the analysis of the
portion of active time (PT) for clarity reasons. First, we com-
pare the distributions of THR and HMM cues. We observe
that the PT distributions vary depending on the segmenta-
tion method. Anger, Fear, Disgust, Joy and Surprise, whose
distributions are more spread using THR cues, are concen-
trated around small values using HMM cues. On the con-
trary, the distribution of Neutral, that is more spread using
THR, is concentrated around one using HMM, an indication
that Neutral is active almost the whole video. Again, Con-
tempt and Sad show different distributions from the other
facial expressions. In the case of THR segmentation, for
example, the values of PT for Anger, Joy, Fear, and Surprise
are spread between zero and one, while for Contempt and
Sad, PT values are more concentrated around one.

Regarding WTA segmentation, we observe that the dis-
tributions of Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy, and Surprise are
quite similar to those corresponding to the HMM segmenta-
tion. Meanwhile, the distribution of Contempt, Sad, and
Neutral differ from both the HMM segmentation and the
THR segmentation. We suggest that WTA segmentation
could help smooth the results of Sad caused by the talking
scenario, representing better than the other cue extraction
methods its presence in the dataset. It is interesting to note
that Neutral is the facial expression with signal activity,
although when segmented with WTA, it has less activity
than using HMM or THR, indicating that there are many
frames containing other winning expressions. We argue
that the high presence of Neutral might be caused by
the nature of vlogging, where people are most of the time
looking with a relative Neutral expression to the camera.

All the facial expression categories are detected in the
vlog dataset. In the case of Contempt, we believe that this
expression, as shown in the previous section is poorly rec-
ognized in scenarios with talking faces, due to the low
discriminative power of the upper face in this expression
and the interference of mouth movement while talking.
This also stands for Sad, which seems to be more sensitive

to the cue extraction method. Regarding Neutral expression,
we suggest that its high occurrence appropriately represents
the vlog scenario, where people mainly have Neutral
expression and the expressions segments are short.

We also explored the amount of overlap between seg-
mented signals. We define the co-occurrence of expression
ei with expression ej, as the percentage of time both expres-
sions are active divided by the time the expression ej is
active. Formally, this is expressed as:

P ðeijejÞ ¼
PNr

k¼0 tðrik ¼ 1; rjk ¼ 1ÞPNr
k¼0 tðrjk ¼ 1Þ ; (5)

where ri is the state of the segmented signal i, Nr is the
number of segments and tðrÞ is the duration of the seg-
ment r. Table 4 shows the co-occurrence between each
pair of facial expressions using the HMM segmentation.
Note that this measure is not symmetric (for example,
the occurrence of smile with surprise is :25 and the co-
occurrence of surprise with smile is :07). The main diago-
nal shows the mean percentage of time each facial
expression is active according to the HMM segmentation,
i.e., it does not corresponds to pðeijeiÞ. The co-occurrence
results are presented using HMM segmentation instead
of Threshold segmentation to help the analysis. As we
commented before, the THR segmentation was designed
to be highly permissive for facial expression activation.
Hence, it produces higher levels of co-occurrence that are
difficult to interpret.

Fig. 4. Histograms of the PT cue for the different segmentation methods: THR, HMM, and WTA (from top to bottom). The x axis represent the range
of the cue and the y axis represent the ratio of vlogs with a given cue value.

TABLE 4
Co-Occurrent Facial Expressions

Smile Anger Cont. Disg. Fear Joy Sad Surp. Neutral

Smile .31 .08 .61 .06 .09 .22 .40 .07 .87
Anger .27 .09 .50 .23 .08 .10 .48 .10 .86
Cont. .33 .08 .58 .04 .04 .13 .37 .07 .97
Disgust .35 .38 .39 .06 .09 .04 .47 .05 .80
Fear .33 .08 .31 .06 .08 .16 .49 .17 .70
Joy .59 .08 .63 .02 .12 .12 .38 .13 .79
Sad .30 .10 .50 .06 .10 .10 .42 .09 .91
Surp. .25 .11 .43 .03 .16 .16 .43 .09 .92
Neutral .30 .09 .62 .05 .07 .10 .42 .09 .91

Columns represent the probability that each expression occurs given that the
facial expression in each row is active. For example, P ðAngerjSmileÞ ¼ :08
and P ðSmilejAngerÞ ¼ :27. The diagonal represents the mean PT of the facial
expression.
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An interesting result that suggests a good segmentation
process, is the relation between Joy and Smile—the co-
occurrence of Joy is higher given Smile (:22) than given any
other facial expression and also the co-occurrence of Smile
is higher given Joy (:59) than any other facial expression. A
high co-occurrence is also observed between Anger and Dis-
gust, and between Fear and Surprise, although we could not
find evidence that this co-occurrence is caused by the pres-
ence of compound facial expressions of emotion [16]. The
co-occurrence between Fear and Surprise might be caused
by the poor recognition of Fear shown in the previous sec-
tion. On the contrary to THR and HMM, the third segmen-
tation approach presented in Section 3.3 (WTA) does not
allow, by design, any co-occurrence.

4.3 Correlation Analysis between Facial Expression
of Emotions and Personality Impressions

In this section, we analyze the correlation between the facial
expression cues and the personality impressions.

Only correlation coefficients with p� value < 0:05 are
used: we call them correlation effects. The correlation effects
of the Statistical cues are shown in Fig. 5, where the correla-
tion values are ordered from top-higher positive to bottom-
higher negative, and a different color for each facial expres-
sion of emotion for readability.1 As with previously used
audiovisual cues [7], [8], the facial expressions of emotion
showed higher correlation values for Extraversion indepen-
dently of the representation. This trait was the one with the
higher number of correlation effects (STATS, significant cor-
relations ¼ 37; THR, significant correlations ¼ 18; HMM,

significant correlations¼ 20; WTA, significant correlations¼
21), followed byOpenness to Experience andAgreeableness.

The Extraversion trait was mostly negatively correlated
with cues that express Anger (Mean; �:20; thr-PT: �:16;
hmm-PT: �:22; wta-PT: �:19), and Disgust (Mean: �:12; thr-
PT; �:13; hmm-PT: �:12), and positively correlated with Joy
(Mean: :19; Max: :39; thr-PT: :23; hmm-PT: :23; wta-PTS: :27)
and Smile (Mean: :23; thr-PT: :25; hmm-PT: :23) which con-
curs with the idea that Extraverted people are more enthusi-
astic. However, other effects may bemore difficult to explain,
such as the positive correlation with Sad (Max: :25; hmm-
PT: :25). Openness to Experience also showed similar nega-
tive correlations for Anger (Mean: �:19; thr-PT: �:20; hmm-
PT: �:16), but showed only a couple of effects with Joy and
Smile. We also observed positive correlations between Open-
ness to Experience and Fear, which concurs with the effects
in Extraversion and may suggest that this facial expression is
not correctly estimated, as previously discussed.

The Agreeableness trait is also negatively correlated with
Anger (Mean: �:14; PT: �:16) and positively correlated with
Joy (Mean: :20; PT: :18), and Smile (Mean: :18; Entropy: :20;
thr-PT: :20), and did not show any effects with any other
expressions. Finally, Conscientiousness and Emotional Sta-
bility showed a very small number of effects. Overall, we
found that THR and HMM features provided similar effects
in terms of the sign, though the cue utilization value varied
across facial expressions and traits.

In summary, whereas CERT seems to be capturing infor-
mation that agrees with impressions of personality, how
much the method suffers from processing challenging con-
versational social video like the one we study remains an
open question. In particular, the fact that most vloggers talk
during a substantial amount of time may trigger some facial
expressions due to lip movements that would not be other-
wise activated [35]. These issues ned to be investigated in
future work.

4.4 Personality Prediction

We address the task of predicting personality impressions
from facial expression cues. We used support vector regres-
sion to predict each personality impression independently.
The SVM regressor is trained following a double cross-
validation approach, by dividing the 281 vlog samples in
10 folds and using, at each resampling iteration, one fold for
testing and the other nine folds for training. Each time a
model was trained, the SVM parameters were optimized on
the basis of another inner 10-fold cross validation.

We measured the performance of the system in terms of
the coefficient of determination R2. This coefficient is com-
puted as the ratio between the model prediction and the

model baseline (�yobs). In other words R2 expresses the quan-
tity of variance explained by the model

R2 ¼ 100 1�
Pðyobs � ypredÞ2Pðyobs � �yobsÞ2

 !
: (6)

Note that �yobs corresponds to the mean over the train-
ing data, and not the whole data, as in preliminary
results presented in [9]. This decision makes the regres-
sion results different than in [9] although it represents

Fig. 5. Correlation effects between statistical facial expression cues
and personality impressions. Correlation values are ordered, and
each color represents one facial expression. (yp < :05;� p < :01;�� p <
:001;��� p < :0001).

1. The Table with the whole set of correlation effects for each cue
extraction method is provided as additional material.
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the testing scenario better. This also causes the occur-

rence of negative values in R2.
We evaluated several models with distinct feature sets

and different kernels. Results in Table 5 show the prediction
performance for experiments with a radial kernel (which
provided only slightly better performance than other ker-
nels). For these experiments we used all the cues of each cue
set. The p� values shown in Tables 5 and 6 are calculated
using a two-tailed single t-tests to measure significant dif-
ferences between the models and the baseline.

As shown in Table 5, only the Extraversion impression
could be predicted with statistical significance and a moder-
ate value of R2. The results concur with previous attempts
to predict personality using audiovisual features, and indi-
cates that Extraversion is easier to judge using this type of
behavioral information. Amongst all feature sets, we found
that Statistical and WTA cues outperform THR and HMM
cues. It is worth mentioning that the ability of the WTA seg-
mentation to fit the dynamics of CERT signals may be bene-
ficial for personality prediction. This specific issue needs to
be further investigated in future work. The low prediction
performance for the other personality impressions needs
further investigation to understand if their performance is
affected by their low agreement or because facial expres-
sions of emotion are not appropriate features. Recent results
presented in [10] suggest that verbal cues are more suitable
to predict Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Open to
Experience. Moreover, it would be interesting to test if the
results are affected by the lower ICC reliability of the other
personality traits compared to Extraversion. Future work
could investigate differences between predicting each indi-
vidual annotators’ impression and predicting the aggre-
gated impression.

Given that different cue sets have different distributions,
we hypothesize that a combination of cue sets could
improve the performance. Table 6 shows the results on
regression performance for different combinations of cues.
The first row corresponds to the combination of THR and
HMM cues; this combination does not improve much the
performance with respect to THR. The second row shows

the combination of the three segmentation based methods
and the third row shows the combination of the four cue
sets. None of the combinations manage to outperform
WTA-only, that is the best cue set for predicting personality.

Finally, segmentation-based cues like WTA do not take
into account the intensities of the facial expression, so a
combination with Statistical cues could improve results.
However, the combination of Statistic and WTA methods
does not seem to improve the prediction. The last row of
Table 6 shows the regression performance using only the
Statistics of active time. This provides slightly better results
than WTA, suggesting that the Statistics could be more
informative when they are extracted from the segmented
signal. However, the increase in performance is not statisti-
cally significant.

4.5 Influence of the Slice Duration and Location

Finally, we study the potential predictive power of facial
expressions depending on the duration and relative posi-
tion of the specific vlog segment under consideration (i.e.,
the amount of observations and their position), by replicat-
ing the prediction experiments for different vlog slices.

We perform two experiments. In the first one, we divide
the one-minute vlogs into two slices of 30 seconds, referred
to as A1 and B1 according to their position in the vlog. In
the second experiment, we divide the vlogs into four slices
of 15 seconds (A2, B2, C2, and D2). For each slice selection,
we train and test an SVM regressor using the experimental
procedure explained in the previous section.

Table 7 shows the R-squared prediction performance for
the extraversion impression (for the other impressions,
results are not significant). In our first experiment, we
observe that better results are achieved using the A1 slice
than using the B1 slice. In the second experiment, the per-
formance of A2, B2, and C2 slices are very similar, but drops
substantially for the last slice D2. These results show that
viewers’ impressions are better predicted by features com-
puted at the beginning of each vlog. This result concurs
with the idea that first impressions are built from short
interactions [3], [51] and suggests that not much information
might be used at the end of a vlog to build impressions. In
the future, this result could potentially be used to limit the
extent of automatic processing of vlogs without decreasing
performance, which can be useful for computationally
expensive feature extraction methods. Nevertheless, further
research needs to be done to confirm this first result. For
instance, it would be interesting to test if the same effect is
observed for every nonverbal cue source (audio, facial or
multimodal), and whether the optimal duration and posi-
tion of the vlog slices are the same for each data type.

TABLE 5
Regression Comparative of Each Feature Set

Extr Cons Open Agr Emot

Statistics :15� -.11 .07 -.04 -.10
THR :13�� -.05 .03 -.01 -.23
HMM :09� -.22 .05 -.06 -.15
WTA :17��� -.07 .04 -.04 -.15

ð�Þ p < :05, ð��Þ p < :01,ð���Þp < :001.

TABLE 6
Regression Comparative of Feature Set Combinations

Extr Cons Open Agr Emot

THR & HMM :14�� -.10 .04 -.05 -.17
THR, HMM&WTA :16��� -.10 .05 -.00 -.14
Stat., THR, HMM&WTA :17��� -.07 .07 -.01 -.12
Stat. & WTA :17�� -.15 .06 -.04 -.14
Stat. of active time :19��� -.10 .07 -.05 -.16

ð�Þ p < :05, ð��Þ p < :01,ð���Þ p < :001.

TABLE 7
Regression Results for Extraversion

Dividing the One-Minute vlogs
Into Shorter Time Slices

Extraversion

Two Segments A1 B1

.17 .11

Four Segments
A2 B2 C2 D2

.14 .13 .13 .08
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5 FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the context of social video analytics, we presented what
to our knowledge is the first attempt to use fully automatic
facial expression recognition for the prediction of personal-
ity trait impressions in conversational vlogs. We rely on a
state-of-the art automatic facial expression recognizer to
process a sample of vlogs collected from YouTube, and pro-
vided different methods to characterize the facial expression
content of vlogs.

We first assessed CERT’s performance in vlogs through
the evaluation with manually annotated data. We found
that Joy is the facial expression of emotion with the best per-
formance. Besides, the experiment demonstrated that the
facial expressions of emotion automatically detected in the
vlogs, except for Fear and Contempt, are acceptable to be
further processed.

We then characterized the facial expression content of
vlogs using four cue extraction methods that reflect differ-
ent statistical and temporal features of the CERT signals.
Through this work, we have shown that facial expressions
of emotion have significant correlation with personality
impressions, specially with extraversion.

Furthermore, we demonstrated that extraversion impres-
sion can be predicted with R2 ¼ :19 using automatically
extracted facial expressions of emotion cues. Extraversion is
the best predicted trait regardless of the cue extraction
method. We compared the four cue sets, and found that
WTA cues outperform the other methods. We have shown
how the high frequency component of facial expressions is
important to predict extraversion. Moreover, we have
shown how to improve WTA performance by the combina-
tion of Statistical and WTA cues. On the other hand, none of
the other four traits of the Big-Five model could be pre-
dicted with the proposed cues. This is an issue that also
arised in past work using other audio-visual behavioural
cues [8]. This could be due to the fact that annotators do not
rely on cues similar to the ones we extracted to judge the
traits, and also due to errors in cue extraction. Interestingly,
recent work has shown that the verbal content of vlogs can
predict other traits rather than extraversion [10], which
points towards the possibility to use both verbal and non-
verbal features.

Finally, we studied the influence of the duration and rela-
tive location of the observed facial expressions. We showed
that competitive prediction results for extraversion could be
obtained with shorter time slices. Also, we showed that the
slices at the beginning of the video predict better viewers’
impressions. These results prompt interesting questions, for
instance, if the same happens for other nonverbal cues. We
suggest that this effect might be caused by the viewers’
being less sensitive to the facial expressions after making up
their first impressions. This issue needs to be studied in
detail in future work.

Regarding future work, we acknowledge a main short-
coming in our study, which is the evaluation of the influ-
ence of the talking scenario. This problem could be
investigated in future work by exploring the output of
CERT on speech and non-speech segments using an auto-
matic speech/non-speech detector or a finer representation
of the verbal content [35]. As a second issue, in this work,

personality impressions were treated as independent sig-
nals. However, it would be interesting to analyze the overall
perception and see if the personality impression about one
trait could influence the impressions about other traits.
Moreover, the study was limited by having only one vlog
per user. Finally, the superior performance of basic statistics
compared to most of the segmentation-based approaches
may also motivate further work on alternative statistical
representations that exploit the distribution of features.
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